
Translation and Run-Time Validation of Loop Tranformations?Lenore Zuk1, Amir Pnueli1;2, Benjamin Goldberg1, Clark Barrett1, Yi Fang1, and Ying Hu11 Department of Computer Siene, New York Universityfzuk,amir,goldberg,barrett,yifang,yinghug�s.nyu.edu2 Weizmann Institute of Siene, Rehovot, IsraelAbstrat. This paper presents new approahes to the validation of loop optimizations that ompilersuse to obtain the highest performane from modern arhitetures. Rather than verify the ompiler, theapproah of translation validation performs a validation hek after every run of the ompiler, produinga formal proof that the produed target ode is a orret implementation of the soure ode.As part of an ative and ongoing researh projet on translation validation, we have previously desribedapproahes for validating optimizations that preserve the loop struture of the ode and have presenteda simulation-based general tehnique for validating suh optimizations. In this paper, for more aggressiveoptimizations that alter the loop struture of the ode { suh as distribution, fusion, tiling, and interhange{ we present a set of permutation rules whih establish that the transformed ode satis�es all the implieddata dependenies neessary for the validity of the onsidered transformation. We desribe the extensionsto our tool vo-64 whih are required to validate these struture-modifying optimizations.This paper also disusses preliminary work on run-time validation of speulative loop optimizations. Thisinvolves using run-time tests to ensure the orretness of loop optimizations whose orretness annotbe guaranteed at ompile time. Unlike ompiler validation, run-time validation must not only determinewhen an optimization has generated inorret ode, but also reovering from the optimization withoutaborting the program or produing an inorret result. This tehnique has been applied to several loopoptimizations, inluding loop interhange and loop tiling, and appears to be quite promising.1 IntrodutionThere is a growing awareness, both in industry and aademia, of the ruial role of formally proving theorretness of systems. Most veri�ation methods fous on the veri�ation of a spei�ation with respet to aset of requirements, or of high-level ode with respet to a spei�ation. However, if one is to prove that a high-level spei�ation is orretly implemented in low-level ode, one must verify the ompiler whih performs thetranslations. Verifying the orretness of modern optimizing ompilers is hallenging beause of the omplexityand reon�gurability of the target arhitetures, as well as the sophistiated analysis and optimization algorithmsused in the ompilers.Formally verifying a full-edged optimizing ompiler, as one would verify any other large program, is es-sentially infeasible, due to its size, evolution over time, and, possibly, proprietary onsiderations. TranslationValidation is a novel approah that o�ers an alternative to the veri�ation of translators in general and ofompilers in partiular. Rather than verifying the ompiler itself, one onstruts a validating tool whih, afterevery run of the ompiler, formally on�rms that the target ode produed is a orret translation of the soureprogram.The introdution of new families of miroproessor arhitetures, suh as the EPIC family exempli�ed bythe Intel IA-64 arhiteture, plaes an even heavier responsibility on optimizing ompilers. Stati ompile-timedependene analysis and instrution sheduling are required to exploit instrution-level parallelism in order toompete with other arhitetures, suh as the super-salar lass of mahines where the hardware determinesdependenes and reorders instrutions at run-time. As a result, a new family of sophistiated optimizations havebeen developed and inorporated into ompilers targeted at EPIC arhitetures.Prior work ([PSS98a℄) developed a tool for translation validation, CVT, that sueeded in automatiallyverifying translations involving approximately 10,000 lines of soure ode in about 10 minutes. The suess of? This researh was supported in part by NSF grant CCR-0098299, ONR grant N00014-99-1-0131, and the John vonNeumann Minerva Center for Veri�ation of Reative Systems.



CVT ritially depended on some simplifying assumptions that restrited the soure and target to programswith a single external loop, and assumed a very limited set of optimizations.Other approahes [Ne00,RM00℄ onsidered translation validation of less restrited languages, allowing, forexample, nested loops. They also onsidered a more extensive set of optimizations. However, the methodsproposed there were restrited to struture preserving optimizations, and ould not diretly deal with moreaggressive optimizations suh as loop distribution and loop tiling that are often used in more advaned optimizingompilers.Our ultimate goal is to develop a methodology for the translation validation of advaned optimizing om-pilers, with an emphasis on EPIC-targeted ompilers and the aggressive optimizations harateristi to suhompilers. Our methods will handle an extensive set of optimizations and an be used to implement fully auto-mati erti�ers for a wide range of ompilers, ensuring an extremely high level of on�dene in the ompiler inareas, suh as safety-ritial systems and ompilation into silion, where orretness is of paramount onern. Wealso hope that as a result of this work, future ompilers will know how to inorporate into the optimization mod-ules appropriate additional outputs whih will failitate validation. This will lead to a theory of self-ertifyingompilers.Initial steps towards this goal are desribed in [ZPFG03℄. There, we develop the theory of orret translation.We distinguish between struture preserving optimizations, that admit a lear mapping of ontrol and data valuesin the target program to orresponding ontrol and data values in the soure program, and struture modifyingoptimizations that admit no suh lear mapping.The fous of this paper is on struture modifying optimizations, whih tend to be more hallenging sine theydo not guarantee a orrespondene between ontrol points in the target and the soure. This paper disussesloop reordering transformations whih omprise an important sublass of struture modifying optimizations.Reordering transformations merely hange the order of exeution of statements, without altering, deleting, oradding to them. Typial optimizations belonging to this lass are loop distribution, loop fusion, loop tiling, andloop interhange.For the validation of these reordering transformations we explore \permutation rules" in Setion 2. Thepermutation rules all for alulating whih are the reordered statements, and then proving that the reorderingpreserves the observable semantis. The permutation rules require the ability to prove that two (loop-free) odefragments are equivalent. This is done using tehniques for struture preserving optimizations, whih we thendesribe briey in Setion 3.The methodologies for validating struture modifying and struture preserving optimizations desribed inthis paper have been implemented in the latest version of our tool, vo-64 . This tool has also been inte-grated with the automated theorem prover v [SBD02℄, whih is used to hek all of the required veri�ationonditions.In some ases, it is impossible to determine at ompile time whether a desired optimization is legal. Onepossible remedy to this situation is to perform the optimization anyway, adding a runtime hek whih andetermine whether the optimization is safe. If the runtime hek fails, ontrol is transferred to an unoptimizedversion of the ode whih ompletes the omputation in a manner whih may be slower but is guaranteed to beorret. This method is presented in Setion 4.1.1 Related WorkThe work here is an extension of the work in [ZPFG03℄. [Ne00℄ overs some important aspets of our work. Forone, it extends the soure programs onsidered from single-loop programs to programs with arbitrarily nestedloop struture. An additional important feature is that the method requires no ompiler instrumentation at all,and applies various heuristis to reover and identify the optimizations performed and the assoiated re�nementmappings. The main limitation apparent in [Ne00℄ is that, as is implied by the single proof method desribedin the report, it an only be applied to struture-preserving optimizations. In ontrast, our work an also beapplied to struture-modifying optimizations, suh as the ones assoiated with aggressive loop optimizations,whih are a major omponent of optimizations for modern arhitetures.The notion of orret translation that appears in [GS99℄ is similar to ours; however, the work there does notdeal with optimizations. 2



[RM00℄ proposes a omparable approah to translation validation, where an important ontribution is theability to handle pointers in the soure program. However, the method proposed there assumes full instrumen-tation of the ompiler, whih is not assumed here or in [Ne00℄.More weakly related are the works reported in [Ne97℄ and [NL98℄, whih do not purport to establish fullorretness of a translation but are only interested in ertain \safety" properties. However, the tehniques ofprogram analysis desribed there are very relevant to the automati generation of re�nement mappings andauxiliary invariants. Rival [Riv03℄ presents a methodology based on abstrat-interpretation for erti�ation ofassembly ode that uses the analysis of the soure ode and the debugging information.The work in [Fre02℄ presents a framework for desribing global optimizations by rewrite rules with CTLformulae as side onditions, whih allow for generation of orret optimizations, but not for veri�ation of(possibly inorret) optimizations. The work in [GGB02℄ proposes a method for deploying optimizing ode gen-eration while orret translation between input program and ode. They fous on ode seletion and instrutionsheduling for SIMD mahines.2 Validating Loop Reordering TransformationsA reordering transformation is a program transformation that merely hanges the order of exeution of the ode,without adding or deleting any exeutions of any statement [AK02℄. It preserves a dependene if it preservesthe relative exeution order of the soure and target of that dependene, and thus preserves the meaning of theprogram. Reordering transformations over many of the loop transformations, inluding fusion, distribution,interhange, tiling, unrolling, and reordering of statements within a loop body.In this setion we review reordering loop transformations and propose \permutation rules" that the validatormay use to deal with these transformations.2.1 Overview of Reordering Loop TransformationsConsider the generi loop transformation in Fig. 1.for i1 = L1; H1 do: : : for im = Lm; Hm doB(i1; : : : ; im)Fig. 1. A General LoopShematially, we an desribe suh a loop in the form \for ~i 2 I by �I do B(~i)" where ~i = (i1; : : : ; im) isthe list of nested loop indies, and I is the set of the values assumed by ~i through the di�erent iterations of theloop. The set I an be haraterized by a set of linear inequalities. For example, for the loop of Fig. 1, I isI = f(i1; : : : ; im) j L1 � i1 � H1 ^ � � � ^ Lm � im � HmgThe relation �I is the ordering by whih the various points of I are traversed. For example, for the loop ofFig. 1, this ordering is the lexiographi order on I.In general, a loop transformation has the form:for ~i 2 I by �I do B(~i) =) for ~j 2 J by �J do B(F (~j)) (1)In suh a transformation, we may possibly hange the domain of the loop indies from I to J , the names ofloop indies from~i to ~j, and possibly introdue an additional linear transformation in the loop's body, hangingit from the soure B(~i) to the target B(F (~j)). 3



An example of suh a transformation is loop reversal whih an be desribed asfor i = 1 to N do B(i) =) for j = N to 1 (by �1) do B(j)For this example, I = J = [1::N ℄, the transformation F is the identity, and the two orders are given byi1 �I i2 () i1 < i2 and j1 �J j2 () j1 > j2, respetively.Sine we expet the soure and target programs to exeute the same instanes of the loop's body (possiblyin a di�erent order), we should guarantee that the mapping F : J 7! I is a bijetion from J to I, i.e. a 1-1onto mapping. Often, this guarantee an be ensured by de�ning the inverse mapping F�1 : I 7! J , whih forevery value of ~i 2 I provides a unique value of F�1(i) 2 J .Some ommon examples of transformations whih fall into the lass onsidered here3 are presented in Fig. 2and Fig. 3. For eah transformation, we desribe the soure loop, target loop, set of loop ontrol variables forsoure (I) and target (J ), their ordering (�I and �J ), and the bijetion F : J 7! I. For tiling we assume that divides n and d divides m. Interhange skewingSoure for i1 = 1; n dofor i2 = 1; m doB(i1; i2) for i1 = 1; n dofor i2 = 1; n doB(i1; i2)Target for j1 = 1; m dofor j2 = 1; n doB(j2; j1) for j1 = 1; n dofor j2 = j1 + 1; j1 + m doB(j1; j2 � j1)I f1; : : : ; ng � f1; : : : ;mg f1; : : : ; ng � f1; : : : ; ngJ f1; : : : ;mg � f1; : : : ; ng f(j1; j2) : 1 � j1 � n ^j1 + 1 � j2 � j1 + ng~i �I ~i0 ~i <lex ~i0 ~i <lex ~i0~j �J ~j0 ~j <lex ~j0 ~j <lex ~j0F (~j) (j2; j1) (j1; j2 � j1)F�1(~i) (i2; i1) (i1; i1 + i2)Fig. 2. Some Loop TransformationsReversal TilingSoure for i = 1; n doB(i) for i1 = 1; n dofor i2 = 1; m doB(i1; i2)Target for j = n; 1 doB(j) for j1 = 1; n by  dofor j2 = 1; m by d dofor j3 = j1; j1 + � 1 dofor j4 = j2; j2 + d� 1 doB(j3; j4)I f1; : : : ; ng f1; : : : ; ng � f1; : : : ;mgJ f1; : : : ; ng f(j1; j2; j3; j4) : 1 � j1 � n ^ j1 � 1 mod  ^1 � j2 � m ^ j2 � 1 mod d ^j1 � j3 < j1 +  ^j2 � j4 < j2 + dg~i �I ~i0 i < i0 ~i <lex ~i0~j �J ~j0 j > j0 ~j <lex ~j0F (~j) j (j3; j4)F�1(~i) i (b i1�1  + 1; db i2�1d + 1; i1; i2)Fig. 3. Some Loop Transformations3 Tehnially, skewing is not a reordering transformation, sine the loop body ode is hanged. However, our methodologyeasily handles the validation of skewing, so we inlude skewing in this paper4



2.2 Permutation RulesAssume for now that we have the means to establish a simulation relation between two program fragments, Pand Q. We write P � Q to denote that the result of exeuting P and Q starting from an arbitrary initial stateis the same. (Setion 3 elaborates how P � Q is established.) Note that � is reexive, transitive, and losedunder the sequential omposition operator \;", i.e., if P � Q, then P ;R � Q;R.There are two requirements we wish to establish in order to justify the transformation desribed in (1).1. The mapping F is a bijetion from J onto I. That is, F establishes a 1-1 orrespondene between elementsof J and the elements of I.2. For every ~i1 �I ~i2 suh that F�1(~i2) �J F�1(~i1), B(~i1); B(~i2) � B(~i2); B(~i1). This requirement is based onthe observation that in the soure omputation, B(~i1) is exeuted before B(~i2) while in the orrespondingtarget omputation, B(~i2) is exeuted before B(~i1).These requirements are summarized in rule permute, presented in Fig. 4.R1: 8~i 2 I : 9~j 2 J : ~i = F (~j)R2: 8~j1 6= ~j2 2 J : F (~j1) 6= F (~j2)R3: 8~i1;~i2 2 I : ~i1 �I ~i2 ^ F�1(~i2) �J F�1(~i1) =) B(~i1); B(~i2) � B(~i2); B(~i1)for ~i 2 I by �I do B(~i) � for ~j 2 J by �J do B(F (~j))Fig. 4. Permutation Rule permute for reordering transformationsThe following lemma diretly implies the soundness of the rule permute:Lemma 1 (Soundess of Permute). Let I and J be �nite sets ordered by �I and �J respetively suh thatjIj = jJ j. Let F : J 7! I be a bijetion. If8~i1;~i2 2 I : ~i1 �I ~i2 ^ F�1(~i2) �J F�1(~i1) =) B(~i1); B(~i2) � B(~i2); B(~i1)thenfor ~i 2 I by �I do B(~i) � for ~j 2 J by �J do B(F (~j))Proof. Assume that jIj = m, and that I = f~i1; : : : ;~img suh that ~i1 �I : : : �I ~im. For every k = 1; : : : ;m, letIk = f~i1; : : : ;~ikg, and denote Jk = F�1(Ik). We prove, by indution on k, that for all k = 1; : : : ;m, if8~i1;~i2 2 Ik : ~i1 �I ~i2 ^ F�1(~i2) �J F�1(~i1) =) B(~i1); B(~i2) � B(~i2); B(~i1)thenfor ~i 2 Ik by �I do B(~i) � for ~j 2 Jk by �J do B(F (~j))The base ase is when k = 1 and then the laim is trivial. Assume the laim holds for k < m. DenoteF�1(~ik+1) by ~j�.From the indution hypothesis and the properties of �, it follows thatfor ~i 2 Ik+1 by �I do B(~i) � for ~j 2 Jk by �J do B(F (~j)); B(F (~j�))Assume that Jk = f~j1; : : : ;~jkg suh that ~j1 �J : : : �J ~jk. If ~j� �J ~jk, then the indutive step is established.Otherwise, let ` be the minimal index suh that ~j� �J ~j`. It suÆes to show thatB(F (~j1)); : : : ; B(F (~j`�1)); B(F (~j�)); B(F (~j`)); : : : ; B(F (~jk)) � for ~j 2 Jk by �J do B(F (~j)); B(F (~j�))5



Now, for eah t 2 [`; : : : ; k℄, we have that F (~jt) �I F (~j�) and ~j� �J ~jt, so by R3 of Rule permute, it followsthat B(F (~jt)); B(F (~j�)) � B(F (~j�)); B(F (~jt)), and thus B(F (~j�)) an be \bubbled" into its position betweenB(F (~j`)) and B(F (~j`+1)). utIn order to apply rule permute to a given ase, it is neessary to identify the funtion F (and F�1) andvalidate Premises R1{R3 of Rule permute. The identi�ation of F an be provided by the ompiler, one itdetermines whih of the relevant loop optimizations to apply. Of ourse, the validator will need to verify that Fis a bijetion and that the soure and target bodies relate to eah other as presribed by the rule. Alternately,we an develop heuristis whih an attempt to identify these funtions based on a omparison of the soureand target odes.In most appliations, the funtions F and F�1 are linear expressions whih lead to veri�ation onditionsthat an easily be validated by v. The only obvious exeption is tiling, but in this ase, one an express Fusing existential quanti�ers, and the resulting veri�ation ondition an still be validated by v.The tehniques presented here only deal with transformations whih reorder the exeution of the entire loopbody. They an be easily generalized to deal with ases where the loop body is partitioned into several segments,and eah of the segments is moved to a di�erent iteration. Suh transformations our in the ase of loop fusionand distribution.Proving the � relation for two piees of ode requires showing that the two piees of ode have the samee�et. In many simple examples, some of whih we present below, the loop bodies onsist of a single statementinvolving a linear expression. In these ases, we an use v to validate the simulation relation diretly. Inmore realisti ases, where the loop transformation is the �rst step for other (global) optimizations, it may beneessary to establish a set of veri�ation onditions that imply the validity of the � relation in Premise R3.We outline the mehanism of doing that in Setion 3.2.3 ExamplesIn this setion, we present examples that illustrate the use of the permutation funtion in Fig. 4 for loopinterhange, tiling, and skewing. Hopefully, this will larify for the reader the hoie of the sets I and J , thefuntions F and F�1, and the relations �I and �J for these optimizations.Loop Interhange An example of loop interhange is the transformation in Fig. 5. This transformation isuseful, for example, in languages (like Fortran) where arrays are olumn major. Better ahe performane isahieved by traversing the olumns of the array than traversing the rows (i.e. it is better for the �rst subsriptto be hanging faster).for i = 1, N dofor j = 2, M doa[i,j℄ = a[i-1, j-1℄ +  =) for j = 2, M dofor i = 1, N doa[i,j℄ = a[i-1, j-1℄ + Fig. 5. Loop Interhange ExampleLooking at Fig. 2, we see that for this example:I = f(i; j)j1 � i � N; 2 � j �Mg J = f(j; i)j2 � j �M; 1 � i � Ng(i1; j1) �I (i2; j2) () (i1 < i2) _ ((i1 = i2) ^ (j1 < j2))(j1; i1) �J (j2; i2) () (j1 < j2) _ ((j1 = j2) ^ (i1 < i2))F (j; i) = (i; j) F�1(i; j) = (j; i)6



Plugging these terms into premise R3 of the permutation rule of Fig. 4, we generate the following veri�ationondition for v to validate:8(i1; j1); (i2; j2) 2 I :(i1; j1) �I (i2; j2) ^ (j2; i2) �I (j1; i1) =)(a[i1,j1℄ = a[i1-1, j1-1℄ + ; a[i2,j2℄ = a[i2-1, j2-1℄ + ) �(a[i2,j2℄ = a[i2-1, j2-1℄ + ; a[i1,j1℄ = a[i1-1, j1-1℄ + )v does validate this partiular veri�ation ondition. If, however, we hange the assignment statement in thebody of the loop to,a[i,j℄ = a[i-1, j+1℄ + then the resulting veri�ation ondition is orretly determined to be invalid.Tiling The tiling optimization, also referred to as bloking and unroll-and-jam, modi�es the aess pattern overarrays in order to improve data ahe performane. Typially, repeated traversals aross an entire dimension(suh as a row) of an array are replaed by repeated traversals aross setions (tiles/bloks) within the arraywhere, hopefully, eah blok is able to �t in ahe. The anonial example of tiling is the bloking form of matrixmultipliation, as in Fig. 6, where eah of the matries a, b, and e are divided into bloks of size  � , whihhopefully �t into the ahe. For the purpose of this disussion, we'll assume, in all the examples involving tiling,that the tile size (in this ase, ) divides the number of iterations of eah loop (e.g. N , M , and L) evenly.for i = 1, N dofor j = 1,M dofor k = 1,L doa[i,j℄ = a[i,j℄ + e[i,k℄ * b[k,j℄=) for ii = 1,N by  dofor jj = 1,M by  dofor kk = 1,L by  dofor i = ii, ii+-1 dofor j = jj,jj+-1 dofor k = 1,kk+-1 doa[i,j℄ = a[i,j℄ + e[i,k℄ * b[k,j℄Fig. 6. Matrix MultipliationIn the ompiler literature, the enabling ondition for tiling is often stated as being that the loop bodiesmust be fully permutable (interhangeable). The use of the de�nitions of I, J , �I , �J , et. { appearing in therightmost olumn of Fig. 3 { in the permutation rule gives us a less restritive enabling ondition for tiling.It essentially says that even if a loop isn't interhangeable, it an still be tileable if every dependene is eitherwithin the same tile (blok) or spans two rows of tiles.A simple example of a non-interhangeable, but tileable, loop is in Fig. 7.for i = 6, N dofor j = 1, M-10 doa[i,j℄ = a[i-5,j+10℄ + dFig. 7. A non-interhangeable tileable loopIt is tileable as long as the tile size is no greater than 5 (sine any two iterations with a di�erene of at least5 in the i index would be in di�erent rows of tiles). The transformation, for example, of this loop to the loop in7



for ii = 6,N by 5 dofor jj = 1,M-10 by 5 dofor i = ii, ii+4 dofor j = jj,jj+4 doa[i,j℄ = a[i-5,j+10℄ + dFig. 8. 5� 5 Tiling of the loop in Fig. 7Fig. 8 would result in the following de�nitions:I = f(i; j) : 6 � i � N; 1 � j �M � 10gJ = f(ii; jj; i; j) : �6 � ii � N ^ 1 � jj �M � 10 ^ ii � i � ii+ 4 ^jj � j � jj + 4 ^ ii � 1 mod 5 ^ jj � 1 mod 5 �g(i1; j1) �I (i2; j2), (i1 < i2) _ ((i1 = i2) ^ (j1 < j2))(ii1; jj1; i1; j1) �J (ii2; jj2; i2; j2), (ii1 < ii2) _ ((ii1 = ii2) ^ (jj1 < jj2)) _((ii1 = ii2) ^ ((jj1 = jj2) ^ (i1 < i2)) _((ii1 = ii2) ^ ((jj1 = jj2) ^ (i1 = i2) ^ (j1 < j2))F (ii; jj; i; j) = (i; j) F�1(i; j) = (5b i�15 + 1; 5b j�15 + 1; i; j)2.4 A Simpli�ed Permutation RuleIn the optimizing ompiler literature (see, for example, [AK02℄), a loop reordering transformation is regardedas being safe if it preserves all the dependenes of the original loop. That is, it preserves the relative order ofexeution of two aesses to the same loation in memory (or register), if at least one of those aesses is awrite. The partiular dependenes are:{ ow dependene, where a write to a loation is followed by read from the same loation,{ anti-dependene, where a read from a loation is followed by a write to the same loation,{ output dependene, where a write to a loation is followed by another write to same loation.Notie that the permutation rule desribed in �gure Fig. 4 provides a more general statement about the orret-ness of loop reordering transformations than the rule based on dependene. This is beause there are loops thatan be reordered without hanging their observable behavior, even though their dependenes are not preserved.A simple example of this is the loop interhange example shown in Fig. 9.for i = 1,n dofor j = 1,m doa[i,j℄ = a[i-1,j+1℄ - a[i-1,j+1℄ =) for j = 1,m dofor i = 1,n doa[i,j℄ = a[i-1,j+1℄ - a[i-1,j+1℄Fig. 9. A simple loop interhangeThe transformation in Fig. 9 is learly orret { sine 0 is written to eah element of the array { but it violatesow dependenes. In the original loop, the memory loation written to as a[i; j℄ is later read as a[i� 1; j + 1℄.In the transformed loop, the loation read as a[i� 1; j + 1℄ is later written as a[i; j℄.Sine ompilers don't typially perform the kind of algebrai manipulation that reognizes when a trans-formation is safe despite dependene violations, we an simplify Rule permute and simplify the query sent tov (as well as the disussion here): 8



Suppose there is a transformation of a loop, fromfor ~i 2 I by �I doa[D(~i)℄ = ...... = a[U(~i)℄to for ~j 2 J by �J doa[D(F (~j)))℄ = ...... = a[U(F (~j))℄suh that:{ D determines the array element being written to (i.e. de�ned) and U determines the array element beingread (i.e. used).{ F is a bijetion from J to I (as before).For this disussion, we'll assume there are no other reads and writes to arrays in the loop { although additionalreads and writes are easily handled.A simpli�ed rule that we use is the following:8~i1;~i2 2 I : (~i1 �I ~i2) ^ ((D(~i1) = U(~i2)) _ (U(~i1) = D(~i2)) _ (D(~i1) = D(~i2))) =) F�1(~i1) �J F�1(~i2)This more losely reets the traditional de�nition of a safe reordering. It states that if, in the original loop, thereare two iterations where the loop variable takes on the values ~i1 and ~i2, respetively, suh that the iterationorresponding to ~i1 ours before that orresponding to ~i2 and there is a ow, anti-, or output dependenebetween them, then the iteration in the transformed loop ~i1 must our before the iteration orresponding to~i2. Using v we heked that, for loop reversal and loop interhange where the loop body is of the simpli�edform above, a transformation that satis�es the simpli�ed rule also satis�es Rule permute of Fig. 4.In Setion 4 we use the simpli�ed rule in the disussion of run-time validation of the optimized ode, where,if translation validation fails at ompile-time due to inomplete knowledge, then run-time tests are inserted inthe program to assure the orretness of the transformations.3 Translation Validation of Struture Preserving OptimizationsRule permute of the previous setion alls for establishing a simulation relation � between two program frag-ments. As we mentioned there, establishing this relation automatially for non-trivial ode fragments is oftenhallenging. In previous work ([ZPFG03℄) we presented the theory and a proof rule, Validate, for validating or-der preserving transformations. The Validaterule desribes how to automatially onstrut a set of veri�ationonditions whih, if true, imply that two piees of ode are equivalent aording to the simulation relation.The original Rule Validate onstruted veri�ation onditions that had an existential quanti�er on theright hand side of an impliation. Besides being a soure of onfusion to the readers of our work, the existentialquanti�er also ompliated the veri�ation onditions unneessarily. As part of our work on validating reorder-ing transformations, and inorporating v into vo-64, we realized that, for deterministi programs, RuleValidate an be ast without the existential quanti�er, reating simpler, more intuitive veri�ation onditions.It is this new, more elegant, version of the rule that we are urrently using for validation of both order preservingand reordering transformations.In this setion we desribe the formal model we use and the new Validate proof rule. The desription ofthe rule is rather terse, being only slightly di�erent from the similar desription in [ZPFG03℄. We inlude anexample of the veri�ation onditions obtained by the new rule that was derived by the new version of vo-64when applied to a series of optimizations performed by the SGI Pro-64 ompiler.The ompiler reeives a soure program written in some high-level language, translates it into an Interme-diate Representation (IR), and then applies a series of optimizations to the program { starting with lassialarhiteture-independent global optimizations, and then arhiteture-dependent ones suh as register alloationand instrution sheduling. Typially, these optimizations are performed in several passes (up to 15 in someompilers), where eah pass applies a ertain type of optimization.9



The intermediate representation onsists of a set of basi bloks. Eah basi blok is a single-entry single-exitsequene of statements that ontains no branhes (exept possibly in the last statement). The ontrol struturean be represented by a ow graph, a graph representation in whih eah node represents a basi blok, and theedges represent possible ows of ontrol from one basi blok to another.3.1 Transition SystemsIn order to disuss the formal semantis of programs, we introdue transition systems, TS's, a variant of thetransition systems of [PSS98b℄. A Transition System S = hV;O; �; �i is a state mahine onsisting of:{ V a set of state variables,{ O � V a set of observable variables,{ � an initial ondition haraterizing the initial states of the system, and{ � a transition relation, relating a state to its possible suessors.The variables are typed, and a state of a TS is a type-onsistent interpretation of the variables. For a state sand a variable x 2 V , we denote by s[x℄ the value that s assigns to x. The transition relation refers to bothunprimed and primed versions of the variables, where the primed versions refer to the values of the variables inthe suessor states, while unprimed versions of variables refer to their value in the pre-transition state. Thus,e.g., the transition relation may inlude \y0 = y+1" to denote that the value of the variable y in the suessorstate is greater by one than its value in the old (pre-transition) state. We assume that eah transition systemhas a variable p that represents the program loation ounter.While it is possible to assign a transition relation to eah statement separately, we prefer to use a generalizedtransition relation, desribing the e�et of an exeution path of a program. E.g., onsider a basi blok onsistingof: B0: n <- 500y <- 0w <- w + 1IF !(n >= w) GOTO B2B1: ...B2:There are two disjunts in the transition relation assoiated with this blok. The �rst desribes the B0 to B1path, whih is p = B0 ^ n0 = 500 ^ y0 = 0 ^ w0 = w + 1 ^ n0 � w0 ^ p0 = B1, and the seond desribesthe B0 to B2 path, whih is p = B0 ^ n0 = 500 ^ y0 = 0 ^ w0 = w+1 ^ n0 < w0 ^ p0 = B2. The ompletetransition relation is then the disjuntion of all suh generalized transition relations.The observable variables are the variables we are about, where we treat eah I/O devie as a variable, andeah I/O operation removes or appends elements to the orresponding variable. If desired, we an also inludeamong the observable variables the history of external proedure alls for a seleted set of proedures. Whenomparing two systems, we will require that the observable variables in the two systems math.A omputation of a TS is a maximal �nite or in�nite sequene of states � : s0; s1; : : : ; starting with a statethat satis�es the initial ondition suh that every two onseutive states are related by the transition relation.A transition system T is alled deterministi if the observable part of the initial ondition uniquely determinesthe rest of the omputation. We restrit our attention to deterministi transition systems and the programs whihgenerate suh systems. Thus, to simplify the presentation, we do not onsider here programs whose behaviormay depend on additional inputs whih the program reads throughout the omputation. It is straightforwardto extend the theory and methods to suh intermediate input-driven programs.Let PS = hVS ;OS ; �S ; �S i and PT = hVT ;OT ; �T ; �T i be two TS's, to whih we refer as the soure andtarget, respetively. Two suh systems are alled omparable if there exists a one-to-one orrespondene betweenthe observables of PS and those of PT . To simplify the notation, we denote by X 2 OS and x 2 OT theorresponding observables in the two systems. A soure state s is de�ned to be ompatible with the target statet, if s and t agree on their observable parts. That is, s[X ℄ = t[x℄ for every x 2 OT . We say that PT is a orret10



translation (re�nement) of PS if they are omparable and, for every �T : t0; t1; : : : a omputation of PT andevery �S : s0; s1; : : : a omputation of PS suh that s0 is ompatible with t0, then �T is terminating (�nite) i��S is and, in the ase of termination, their �nal states are ompatible.3.2 The Validate Proof Rule for Struture-Preserving OptimizationsLet PS = hVS ;OS ; �S ; �S i and PT = hVT ;OT ; �T ; �T i be omparable TS's, where PS is the soure and PT is thetarget. In order to establish that PT is a orret translation of PS for the ases that the struture of PT does notradially di�er from the struture of PS , we use a proof rule, Validate, whih is inspired by the omputationalindution approah ([Flo67℄), originally introdued for proving properties of a single program, Rule Validateprovides a proof methodology by whih one an prove that one program re�nes another. This is ahieved byestablishing a ontrol mapping from target to soure loations, a data abstration mapping from soure variablesto (possibly guarded) expressions over the target variables, and proving that these abstrations are maintainedalong basi exeution paths of the target program.The proof rule, Validate, is presented in Fig. 10. It is essentially the proof rule Validate of [ZPFG03℄,exept that the existential quanti�er in part 4 has been eliminated. After we desribe this urrent version ofthe rule, we disuss the di�erenes between it and its predeessor, and prove their equivalene.In the proof rule of Fig. 10, eah TS is assumed to have a ut-point set CP. This is a set of bloks thatinludes all initial and terminal bloks, as well as at least one blok from eah of the yles in the programs'ontrol ow graph. A simple path is a path onneting two ut-points, and ontaining no other ut-point asan intermediate node. We denote the soure program loation ounter (whih we also all the ontrol variable)as PC and the orresponding target ontrol variable as p; the ranges of these variables are the orrespondingutpoint sets.For eah simple path leading from Bi to Bj, �ij desribes the transition relation between bloks Bi and Bj.Typially, suh a transition relation ontains the ondition whih enables this path to be traversed (inludingthe ondition that the ontrol variable be equal to i) and the data transformation e�eted by the path. Notethat, when the path from Bi to Bj passes through bloks that are not in the ut-point set, �ij is a ompressedtransition relation that an be omputed by the omposition of the intermediate transition relations on the pathfrom Bi to Bj.The proof rule onstruts a set of veri�ation onditions, one for eah simple target path, whose aggregateonsists of an indutive proof of the orretness of the translation between soure and target. Roughly speaking,eah veri�ation ondition states that, if the target program an exeute a simple path, starting with someonditions orrelating the soure and target programs, then at the end of the exeution of the simple path, theonditions orrelating the soure and target programs still hold. The onditions onsist of the ontrol mapping,the data mapping, and, possibly, some invariant assertions holding at the target ode ut-points.The invariants 'i in part (2) are program annotations that are expeted to hold whenever exeution visitsblok Bi. They often an be derived from the data ow analysis arried out by an optimizing ompiler. Intuitively,their role is to arry information in between basi bloks that is needed, for example, when onstant propagationor ode elimination are applied.The veri�ation onditions assert that at eah (target) transition from Bi to Bj4, if the assertion 'i and thedata abstration hold before the transition, and the transition takes plae, then after the transition, the dataabstration and the assertion 'j hold in the new state. Hene, 'i is used as a hypothesis at the anteedent ofthe impliation Cij . In return, the validator also has to establish that 'j holds after the transition. Thus, aspart of the veri�ation e�ort, we on�rm that the proposed assertions are indeed indutive and hold wheneverthe orresponding blok is visited.Following the generation of the veri�ation onditions whose validity implies that the target T is a orrettranslation of the soure program S, it only remains to hek that these impliations are indeed valid. Oneadvantage of the approah promoted here is that this validation (as well as the preeding steps of the onditions'generation) an be often be done in a fully automati manner with no user intervention.[ZPFG03℄ ontains a disussion, soundness proof, and examples of appliations of the rule. As mentionedabove, the version of the rule presented here di�ers from that presented in [ZPFG03℄. The main di�erene is4 Reall that we assume that a path desribed by the transition is simple.11



1. Establish a ontrol abstration � : CPT ! CPS suh that i is an initial blok of T i� �(i) is an initial blokof S and i is a terminal blok of T i� �(i) is a terminal blok of S.2. For eah basi blok Bi in CPT , form an invariant 'i that may refer only to onrete (target) variables.3. Establish a data abstration� : (PC = �(p) ^ (p1 ! V1 = e1) ^ � � � ^ (pn ! Vn = en)whih asserts that the soure and target are at orresponding bloks and whih assigns to some non-ontrolsoure state variables Vi 2 VS an expression ei over the target state variables, onditional on the (target)boolean expression pi. Note that � may ontain more than one lause for the same variable. It is requiredthat for every initial target blok Bi, �S ^ �T ! � ^ 'i. It is also required that for every observablesoure variable V 2 OS (whose target ounterpart is v) and every terminal target blok B, � implies thatV = v at B.4. For eah pair of basi bloks Bi and Bj suh that there is a simple path from Bi to Bj in the ontrol graphof PT , we form the veri�ation onditionCij : 'i ^ � ^ �Tij ^ ( _�2Paths(�(i)) �S�) ! �0 ^ '0j ;where Paths(�(i)) is the set of all simple soure paths from �(i) and �S� is the transition relation for thesimple soure path �.5. Establish the validity of all the generated veri�ation onditions.Fig. 10. The Proof Rule Validatethat we have hanged the veri�ation ondition in (4) to eliminate the existential quanti�er. Elimination of theexistential quanti�er makes it more likely that the generated veri�ation onditions an be heked automatially.The following theorem shows that the rules are equivalent under the assumption that the transition systemsare deterministi.Theorem 1. The following veri�ation onditions are equivalent:'i ^ � ^ �Tij ! 9VS 0 : ( _�12Paths(�(i);�(j)) �S�1) ^ �0 ^ '0j ; (2)and'i ^ � ^ �Tij ^ ( _�22Paths(�(i)) �S�2) ! �0 ^ '0j ; (3)Proof. In one diretion, suppose (3) holds and suppose that we have 'i ^ � ^ �Tij . By de�nition of � and �, itfollows that PC = �(i). Without loss of generality, we an assume that at every non-terminal soure ut-point,some transition must be taken and that at terminal soure ut-points, no transitions are enabled. It then followsthat (W�22Paths(�(i)) �S�2) holds. Thus, by (3), we have �0 ^ '0j . But from �Tij ^ �0, PC0 = �(j) follows. We thushave (W�12Paths(�(i);�(j)) �S�1) ^ �0 ^ '0j , and so learly we also have 9VS 0 : (W�12Paths(�(i);�(j)) �S�1) ^ �0 ^ '0j .In the other diretion, suppose that (2) holds and suppose that we have 'i ^ � ^ �Tij ^ (W�22Paths(�(i)) �S�2).In partiular, one of the transitions �S�2 is true. By (2), we have 9VS 0 : (W�12Paths(�(i);�(j)) �S�1) ^ �0 ^ '0j .Thus, there exists some suessor state of the urrent-state named by VS suh that one of the transitions �S�1 istrue together with �0 and '0j . But beause the transition system is deterministi, the next-state variables VS 012



are uniquely determined by the present-state variables VS . In other words, the existene of a suessor statewhih satis�es �0 ^ '0j implies that every suessor state satis�es �0. Sine �S�2 names a spei� suessor state,this suessor state satis�es �0 ^ '0j . ut3.3 CVCWe have integrated the Cooperating Validity Cheker (v) system developed at Stanford University [SBD02℄to hek the veri�ation onditions. v is an automati theorem prover for quanti�er-free formulas over arelatively rih set of general-purpose �rst-order theories. It inludes, for example, theories of arrays, lineararithmeti, abstrat data types, and uninterpreted funtions. v has been designed for large and omputation-ally demanding examples and inorporates reent advanes in SAT tehnology to improve its heuristis. Thus, itis easily able to solve the veri�ation onditions generated by vo-64. v also has the ability to produe proofsso that results an be on�rmed by an independent proof-heker. This ability supports an ultimate vision inwhih self-ertifying ompilers provide a proof whih aompanies optimized ompiled ode.3.4 ExampleThe intermediate language of SGI Pro-64 (or SGI for short) is Whirl. After eah round of optimization, theompiler outputs ASCII formatted Whirl ode, whih an be read by a parser and modeled with a transitionsystem. In Fig. 11 we show �ve stages of optimization produed by the SGI ompiler on an example program.B0 n <- 500y <- 0w <- 1B1 WHILE (n >= w)B2 w <- w + y * 2 + 3y <- y + 1B3 RETURN(a) Input Pro-gram
B0 n <- 500y <- 0w <- 1IF !(n >= w) GOTO L2B1L1: w <- w + y * 2 + 3y <- y + 1IF (n >= w) GOTO L1B2L2: RETURN(b) After Loop Inversion

B0 n <- 500y <- 0w <- 1B1L3: w <- w + y * 2 + 3y <- y + 1IF (n >= w) GOTO L3B2 RETURN() After Constant Fold-ingB0 y <- 0w <- 1B1L3: w <- w + y * 2 + 3y <- y + 1IF (w <= 500) GOTO L3B2 RETURN(d) After Copy Propagationand Dead Code Elimination
B0 y <- 0w <- 1.t1 <- 0B1L3: w <- .t1 + w + 3y <- y + 1.t1 <- .t1 + 2IF (w <= 500) GOTO L3B2 RETURN(e) After Strength RedutionFig. 11. Stages of Optimization13



The veri�ation onditions for eah stage of the optimization are presented below. There are �ve stages, labeledwith the letters (a){(e). We use these letters to annotate the variables and onditions below. So, for example,Cd01 refers to the veri�ation ondition of the target program (d) going from B0 to B1 relative to the soureprogram (), and ye denotes the y variable of program (e). The variable p is the ontrol variable denoting theprogram loation ounter. The data mapping and an assertion at loation B1 for the last program (e) are givenby: �ab : (pb 2 f1; 2g ! (na = nb) ^ (wa = wb) ^ (ya = yb))�b : (p 2 f1; 2g ! (nb = n) ^ (wb = w) ^ (yb = y))�d : (pd 2 f1; 2g ! (n = 500) ^ (w = wd) ^ (y = yd))�de : (pd 2 f1; 2g ! (wd = we) ^ (yd = ye))'1 : (:t1 = 2 � ye)The veri�ation onditions for the example are listed in Fig. 12.Cab01 : (�ab ^ pb = 0 ^ p0b = 1 ^ n0b = 500 ^ w0b = 1 ^ y0b = 0 ^ 500 � 1^pa = 0 ^ p0a = 2 ^ n0a = 500 ^ w0a = 1 ^ y0a = 0 ^ 500 � 1)! �0abCab02 : (�ab ^ pb = 0 ^ p0b = 2 ^ n0b = 500 ^ w0b = 1 ^ y0b = 0 ^ :(500 � 1)^pa = 0 ^ p0a = 3 ^ n0a = 500 ^ w0a = 1 ^ y0a = 0 ^ :(500 � 1)! �0abCab11 : (�ab ^ pb = 1 ^ p0b = 1 ^ w0b = wb + 2 � yb + 3 ^ y0b = yb + 1 ^ (nb � wb + 2 � yb + 3)^pa = 2 ^ p0a = 2 ^ w0a = wa + 2 � ya + 3 ^ y0a = ya + 1 ^ (na � wa + 2 � ya + 3))! �0abCab12 : (�ab ^ pb = 1 ^ p0b = 2 ^ w0b = wb + 2 � yb + 3 ^ y0b = yb + 1 ^ :(nb � wb + 2 � yb + 3)^pa = 2 ^ p0a = 3 ^ w0a = wa + 2 � ya + 3 ^ y0a = ya + 1 ^ :(na � wa + 2 � ya + 3))! �0abCb01 : (�b ^ p = 0 ^ p0 = 1 ^ n0 = 500 ^ w0 = 1 ^ y0 = 0^pb = 0 ^ p0b = 1 ^ n0b = 500 ^ w0b = 1 ^ y0b = 0 ^ 500 � 1)! �0bCb11 : (�b ^ p = 1 ^ p0 = 1 ^ w0 = w + 2 � y + 3 ^ y0 = y + 1 ^ (n � w + 2 � y + 3)^pb = 1 ^ p0b = 1 ^ w0b = wb + 2 � yb + 3 ^ y0b = yb + 1 ^ (nb � wb + 2 � yb + 3))! �0bCb12 : (�b ^ p = 1 ^ p0 = 2 ^ w0 = w + 2 � y + 3 ^ y0 = y + 1 ^ :(nb � w + 2 � y + 3)^pb = 1 ^ p0b = 2 ^ w0b = wb + 2 � yb + 3 ^ y0b = yb + 1 ^ :(nb � wb + 2 � yb + 3))! �0bCd01 : (�d ^ pd = 0 ^ p0d = 1 ^ w0d = 1 ^ y0d = 0^p = 0 ^ p0 = 1 ^ n0 = 500 ^ w0 = 1 ^ y0 = 0)! �0dCd11 : (�d ^ pd = 1 ^ p0d = 1 ^ w0d = wd + 2 � yd + 3 ^ y0d = yd + 1 ^ (500 � wd + 2 � yd + 3)^p = 1 ^ p0 = 1 ^ w0 = w + 2 � y + 3 ^ y0 = y + 1 ^ (n � w + 2 � y + 3))! �0dCd12 : (�d ^ pd = 1 ^ p0d = 2 ^ w0d = wd + 2 � yd + 3 ^ y0d = yd + 1 ^ :(500 � wd + 2 � yd + 3)^p = 1 ^ p0 = 2 ^ w0 = w + 2 � y + 3 ^ y0 = y + 1 ^ :(n � w + 2 � y + 3))! �0dCde01 : (�de ^ pe = 0 ^ p0e = 1 ^ :t10 = 0 ^ w0e = 1 ^ y0e = 0^pd = 0 ^ p0d = 1 ^ w0d = 1 ^ y0d = 0)! (�0de ^ '0)Cde11 : (' ^ �de ^ pe = 1 ^ p0e = 1 ^ w0e = :t1 +we + 3 ^ y0e = ye + 1 ^ :t10 = :t1 + 2 ^ (500 � :t1 + w + 3)^pd = 1 ^ p0d = 1 ^ w0d = wd + 2 � yd + 3 ^ y0d = yd + 1 ^ (500 � wd + 2 � yd + 3))! (�0de ^ '0)Cde12 : (' ^ �de ^ pe = 1 ^ p0e = 2 ^ w0e = :t1 +we + 3 ^ y0e = ye + 1 ^ :t10 = :t1 + 2 ^ :(500 � :t1 +w + 3)^pd = 1 ^ p0d = 2 ^ w0d = wd + 2 � yd + 3 ^ y0d = yd + 1 ^ :(500 � wd + 2 � yd + 3))! (�0de ^ '0)Fig. 12. Veri�ation Conditions Generated by vo-644 Run-time Validation of Speulative OptimizationsThis setion gives an overview of run-time validation of speulative loop optimizations. That is, using run-timetests to ensure the orretness of loop optimizations when neither the ompiler nor a validation tool are ableto. This tehnique is partiularly useful when memory aliasing, due to the use of pointers or arrays, inhibits thestati dependene analysis that loop optimizations rely on.14



Unlike ompiler validation, as disussed in previous setions, run-time validation has the task not only ofdetermining when an optimization has generated inorret ode, but also of reovering from the optimizationwithout aborting the program or produing an inorret result. It is possible in some instanes simply toadjust the behavior of the optimized ode based on run-time tests, so that orretness is preserved while alsomaintaining muh of the performane bene�t of the optimization. In other instanes, it is neessary to jump toan unoptimized version of the ode.The partiular optimizations to be addressed here are the ones disussed in Setion 2. As shown in [GHCP02℄,software pipelining has also been shown to be partiularly amenable to run-time validation.The work presented here is somewhat preliminary. Thus, we proeed primarily by example, without present-ing an entire formalism for validation of speulative optimizations.4.1 Formal BasisSuppose we have a loop reordering that performs the transformationfor I = 1; N doa[D(I)℄ = ...... = ... a[U(I)℄ ...=) for i = P�1(1) : : : P�1(N) doa[D(i)℄ = ...... = ... a[U(i)℄ ...where P is a permutation determining the sequene of values taken on by the index variable i in the transformedloop. That is, P (i) = j i� the index variable takes on the value i in the jth iteration of the transformed loop.Thus, P�1(j) gives the value of the index variable in the jth iteration of the transformed loop.For run-time validation of this transformation we will use, as an invariant to be maintained at run-time, aversion of the simpli�ed rule presented previously, as follows:8i; j � N : i < j ^ D(i) = U(j) =) P (i) < P (j) (4)Intuitively, this says that if a[D(i)℄ and a[U(j)℄ refer to the same loation, and a write to that loation anour before the read from that loation in the original loop, the write must also our before the read in thetransformed loop.This rule aounts for perfetly nested loops as well, of the form,for i 1,N 1 do...for i m = 1,N m doa[D(i 1; : : : ; i m)℄ = ...... = ... a[U(i 1; : : : ; i m)℄ ...where D and U eah return a vetor giving the indies into multi-dimensional array a.Rule (4), above, atually governs only the preservation of ow dependene (aka true dependene). Theomplete rule, aounting for anti- and output dependene as well is:8i; j � N : i < j ^ (D(i) = U(j) _ U(i) = D(j) _ D(i) = D(j)) =) P (i) < P (j)For simpliity of the presentation, we'll only onsider the simpler rule here.4.2 Safety Properties of Run-Time ValidationThe safety properties that must be preserved by the run-time test are:1. The test must be able to determine, either preisely or onservatively, if a dependene may be violated bythe optimized loop.2. One a run-time test determines that a dependene may be violated by the optimized loop, there must bean exeution path that an be taken to produe the orret result.3. The run-time test must be able to determine that a dependene may be violated before the dependene hasatually been violated.This last property, whih we refer to as the testability property, is, perhaps, overly strit. One an imaginedeteting a dependene violation after the violation has ourred, and exeuting path-up ode to undo thee�et of the violation. We do not take this approah, however.15



4.3 EÆieny Issues for Run-Time ValidationIn order to be worthwhile, run-time validation should satisfy the following qualitative properties:1. The run-time test should our as infrequently as possible.2. The test should be as inexpensive as possible, in terms of time and spae.3. The ost of exeuting the loop when a potential dependene violation is deteted should be no greater thanthe ost of the orginal (unoptimized) loop.We've developed a set of run-time validation tehniques whih satisfy these properties to various extents. Inthis paper, though, we onentrate on desribing how run-time tests are used to preserve dependenes, ratherthan addressing their eÆieny.4.4 The Testability PropertyThe testability property, whih states that a potential dependene violation must be deteted before the violationatually ours, is what makes run-time validation partiularly diÆult in many ases. Without this onstraint,there is a reasonably eÆient algorithm for testing to see if a transformed loop satis�es rule (4), above. Thisalgorithm is:Input: Permutation P , funtions D, U with ranges f1::mgOutput: \suess" or \failure"Data struture: MARK: array[1..m℄ of integer, with all elements initialized to zero.Algorithm:for k := P�1(1), ..., P�1(N) doMARK[U( k)℄ := max(Mark[U( k)℄, k)if MARK[D(k)℄ � k then exit with "failure"endexit with "suess"To see why this algorithm detets a violation of rule (4), note that suh a violation an only our when thereexist i and j suh that (i < j) ^ (D(i) = U(j)) ^ (P (i) � P (j)). This is exatly the situation deteted by thealgorithm, beause:1. If k takes on a value i suh that MARK[D(i)℄ ontains a non-zero value j, then it must be the ase thatD(i) = U(j) beause they produe the same index into the MARK array. Further, sine j was written intoMARK[U(j)℄ before being read as MARK[D(i)℄ by the algorithm, k must have taken on the value j before ittook on the value i. Therefore, P (j) < P (i).2. If j > i, the rule is violated and the algorithm exits with failure.The use of max in the algorithm is neessary if U(k) ould produe the same value for several di�erent values ofk. This algorithm has several desirable properties, namely:1. The loop index variable k iterates over the sequene P�1(1), : : : , P�1(N), just as it does in the transformedloop, above.2. The omputation of D(k) and U(k) is the same omputation performed by the transformed loop.Together, these properties mean that a run-time algorithm satisifying them an be integrated into the trans-formed loop ode without a) hanging the order of the transformed loop or adding an additional loop and b)having to ompute D(i) or U(i) for the sole purpose of the run-time test. In partiular, the transformed loopwith the run-time test might look like:for i = P�1(1), : : : , P�1(N) dow = D(i)r = U(i)MARK[r℄ = max(MARK[r℄,i)if MARK[w℄ >= i then goto pathup_odea[w℄ = ...... = ... a[r℄ ...end 16



However, the algorithm has two undesirable properties, namely:1. It requires an array MARK of a size equal to the size of a, as well as 2N aesses to MARK.2. Worst of all, in the ases where the rule is violated, the algorithm doesn't detet the violation until thewrite is about to happen { whih isn't until after the read has already ourred on a previous iteration.This last harateristi renders the algorithm useless as a tool for run-time validation, beause it does notexhibit the testability property. Intuitively, the problem is that the inorret value read in a previous iterationmay have been used in subsequent iterations, thus rendering the program inorret.Does there exist an algorithm that has the desirable properties we want without the undesirable propertieslisted above? If, as in the ode above, we require that the run-time test be integrated into the optimized loopand that eah D(j) be omputed only during the iteration in whih the loop index has the value j, then theanswer is \no". To see this, it is suÆient to note that to satisfy the testability property, we would have to beable, in eah ith iteration, to answer the question\Is there a value j 2 fP�1(i+ 1); : : : ; P�1(N)g suh that j < P�1(i) and D(j) = U(P�1(i))?"without omputing D(j). For arbitrary funtion D and permutation P , this is not possible.4.5 Restriting DSo far, we've plaed no restritions on the funtions D and U . That is, we allow D and U to be suÆientlyomplex as to prevent stati analysis. However in most loops it is not the ase that both D and U annot beanalyzed. For example, the transformation of a loop of the formfor i = 1, N doa[i℄ = ...... = ... a[U(i)℄ ... =) for i = P�1(1); P�1(N) doa[i℄ = ...... = ... a[U(i)℄ ...where U(i) is arbitrarily omplex, is not a andidate for stati analysis but does satisfy the testability property5.A version of the transformed ode with the appropriate run-time test might be:for i = P�1(1); P�1(N) dor = U(i)if test(i,r) goto esape_odea[i℄ = ...... = ... a[r℄ ...endwheretest(i; r) = r < i ^ P (r) > P (i):Although this test funtion appears prohibitively expensive, in pratie it is not. The ompiler, havingreated the permutation P , an generate eÆient ode for the test that is spei� for P . For example, if thetransformation is loop reversal then the test funtion is simply test(i; r) = (r < i). If the transformation isloop interhange for two nested loops, then the test funtion is:test((i1; i2),(r1; r2)) = (r1; r2) �lex (i1; i2) ^ (i2; i1) �lex (r2; r1)= r1 < i1 ^ r2 > i2:5 Note that, in this ase, the testability property only holds if we restrit our onern to ow dependene and ignoreanti-dependene. A onstraint that would allow us to ignore anti-dependene, for example, is U(i) < i.17



4.6 ExamplesDynami Loop Interhange In this setion, we show how the run-time test for a partiular loop interhangeexample an be automatially derived from the formulation of the general interhange test given above. Supposethe tranformation is:for i = 1, N dofor j = 1, M dok = 10 - ja[i, j℄ = a[i-1, j-k℄ + =) for j = 1, M dok = 10 - jfor i = 1, N doa[i, j℄ = a[i-1, j-k℄ + The bene�ts to this loop interhange are 1) the omputation of k was able to be moved out of the inner loop and2) in a language with olumn-major arrays (suh as Fortran), the transformed loop has better loality. Usingthe formulation of the general validation test for loop interhange, a test is inserted as follows:for j = 1, M dok = 10 - jfor i = 1, N doif test((i, j),(i-1,j-k)) goto esape_odea[i, j℄ = a[i-1, j-k℄ + where it is easy to see that test((i; j); (i�1; j�k)) = (i�1 < i) ^ (j�k > j) = (k < 0). Thus, after insertingthe atual test and moving it to the outer loop (sine the test is invariant in the inner loop), we arrive at:for j = 1, Mk = 10 - jif (k < 0) goto esape_odefor i = 1, Na[i, j℄ = a[i-1, j-k℄ + If the dependene is about to be violated beause k < 0, then the program an transfer ontrol to a opyof the orginal loop to exeute the remainder of the iterations. The remaining iterations of the original loop anbe exeuted by:esape_ode:for ii = 1, N dofor jj = j, M dok = 10 - jja[ii, jj℄ = a[ii-1, jj-k℄ + where j is the same variable as in the transformed loop, above, ontaining the last value that j took on withinthe optimized loop.Dynami Tiling In the previous example, we were able to generate a version of the original loop that ouldbe exeuted one the test in the transformed loop deteted an impending dependene violation. For a moreompliated loop optimization, suh as tiling, it may be easier to simply adjust the transformed loop based ona run-time test prior to entering the transformed loop. For example, onsider the loop tiling transformation inFig. 13, where k is a variable whose value is unknown at ompile-time. Without a run-time test, this transfor-mation is not neessarily orret. However, it is orret under the ondition that k � b. Thus, if a �xed tile sizeb is required, the ompiler an generate ode to test the value of k prior to entering the tiled loop and to jumpto the original loop if k < b. Another alternative is to simply add the assignment b = min(k,maxT ileSize)before the tiled loop. 18



for i = 1, N dofor j = 1, N doa[i, j℄ = a[i-k, j+10℄ + =) for ii = 1, N by b dofor jj = 1, N by b dofor i = ii to ii+b-1for j = jj, jj+b-1 doa[i, j℄ = a[i-k, j+10℄ + Fig. 13. Tiling Transformation4.7 Arhitetural ConsiderationsAdding run-time tests to validate ompiler optimizations is beoming inreasingly tratable due to, amongother things, the emergene of new lasses of proessors that exhibit 1) the ability to exploit instrution-levelparallelism (ILP) and 2) hardware features that redue the ost of run-time tests and the ompensation odewhen a dependene is about to be violated.Most modern proessors have multiple funtional units for exploiting instrution level parallelism, either viadynami sheduling of multiple instrutions simultaneously on supersalar mahines or via ompiler-spei�edmulti-operation instrutions on VLIW/EPIC proessors. In fat, the hallenge with these mahines has been to�nd suÆient ILP in programs in order to fully utilize all funtional units eah yle. Thus, the additional testsrequired for run-time validation an often be sheduled in unused slots in the instrution shedule.Some hardware features that aid in testing and ompensating for dependene violations an be found on theVLIW/EPIC lass of mahines exempli�ed by the Intel IA-64 arhiteture. The dynami disambiguation feature,whih provides several instrutions that test for aliasing, an be used to implement low-ost run-time validationtests. One a run-time test has determined that a dependene violation is about to our, the prediation featureof the IA-64 an be used to disable instrutions in suh as way as to preserve the orretness of the ode. Formore detail on this last point, as applied to run-time validation of software pipelining, see [GHCP02℄.5 ConlusionIn this paper, we foused on optimizations that ause major hanges in the struture of the ode. For reorderingtransformations we proposed a speial permutation rule that an easily deal with the most ommon optimiza-tions. We also reviewed the translation validation approah, its advantages, and the main proof rule used forstruture preserving transformations.For transformations whose validity is hard, or even impossible, to hek at ompile-time, we proposed arun-time translation validation that allows for aggressive optimizations, while guaranteeing that no dangerousaliasing ours. When a problem is deteted, the ode esapes to an unoptimized version of the original loop,where it ompletes the omputation in a slower, but guaranteed orret, manner. This approah seems promising,and we are urrently working on using v to automate the proess of generating suh speulative optimizations.ReferenesAK02. Randy Allen and Ken Kennedy. Optimizing Compilers for Modern Arhitetures. Morgan Kaufmann, 2002.Flo67. R.W. Floyd. Assigning meanings to programs. Pro. Symposia in Applied Mathematis, 19:19{32, 1967.Fre02. C.C. Frederiksen. Corretness of Classial Compiler Optimizations using CTL. In Pro. of Compiler Optimiza-tion meets Compiler Veri�aiton (COCV) 2002, Eletroni Notes in Theoretial Computer Siene (ENTCS),volume 65, issue 2.FORS01. J.C. Filliâtre, S. Owre, H. Rue�, and N. Shankar. ICS: integrated anonizer and solver. In Pro. 13rd Intl.Conferene on Computer Aided Veri�ation (CAV'01), volume 2102 ofLet. Notes in Comp. Si., Springer-Verlag, 2001.GGB02. S. Glesner, R. Gei� and B. Boesler. Veri�ed Code Generation for Embedded Systems. In Pro. of CompilerOptimization meets Compiler Veri�aiton (COCV) 2002, Eletroni Notes in Theoretial Computer Siene(ENTCS), volume 65, issue 2. 19
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